
Chapter 4 

Basic Geometrical ldeas 

Worksheet 1 (Points, Line Segments, Lines and Rays 

1 Mulliple choice questions 
Simpest of all geometrical figures which has no size bul has posiOn, 1s 

b) line segment 
(d) space 

(a) line epoin 
A COuniless collection of points, which extend infinitely in two opPO>ne dccuons, is 

called a Av 
(d) point 

(a line (b)placec (c)line segment 

Cii) A countless collection of points, which is a art of line with two end points, is 

(d) point (a) line line segment (c ray 

(iv) The number of end points in a line segment is u 
(d) one 

(a) three (b) none () two 

(V) A ray OP is symbolically written as 

(d) None ol these 
a) OP (b) OP ( OP 

2 State whether the statements given below are true or lalse. 

)A line segment AB is symbolically written as AB 

ii) A point is represented by a numeral. 

(iii) A line has no end point. 
(iv) A line segment is determined by two points in a plane. 

(v) Intersecting lines never cross each other. 

(vi) Parallel lines always meet each other. 

3 Fill in the blanks 
i) A line segment is written as 

(ii) A geometrical figure which determines a location but has length, breadth and thickness 

is t. 
ii) A has a fixed length. 



(IV)From a given point,-Aa Lle rays can be drawn 
(v) AB and BA denote the diset rays (v) A ray has A. e 

length 
(v) AB and BA denote the or line segments (vni) AB and BA denote the pmt lines 

4 Consider tne igure given below and answer the questions that tolow 

(1) Write the name of all pairs of parailel lines. U armi (i) Write the name of tour pairs of intersecting lines 
i) Write the name ot point ot intersection of lines nn and p (i) Write the nae ot point of intersection of lines I and r. D ()Write the name of point of inteTsection of lines n and r. 

5 Short answer type questions 
. BD and 

i)Various rays in the tollowing figure are hP 

1i) Look at the given figures and write, whether the lines are intersecting or parallel or both 

Patolel 

(b) 

nd 
111) Various line segments in the following ligure are 

5 

A 
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Vorksheet 2 (Curves, Polygons and Angles) 

Cho se the orict ansner and ill in the lblanks. 

Closed/o li'skune 

Simple/Not sit Nel impa unne 

Simple oncdy ot ipler d 

ISinple closed 7 No simple cd 

impl cle tigure 

Na npl cus igure 
ISimple closed / Not simple clo 

ale whether the st.tements given below are true or 1alse 

(1A drawing which is made withour lefing the pencil, Is called curve 

1i) A cdosed curne is a curve whose ends are open 
We (1) A polygon is a closcd igure which is entirely made of cunes 

N) The end ponts on the same side ol a polypon are called adjacent vertices. 

(V) Sicdes Are the li segments whuh lorm any polygon 

3 Short answer type qUCstions 

() Name the vertes and the ams of ZABC, in the ligure bekw 

B 

ede: Ab 
Avn B EG 
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t 
r t T tigut a tll m th iianks 

a 
f tie inte1 ie wily 

11 d IVTlysr are h T pair aljar Tit ertieCs o ti plyet1 A 

s d tte lym a AS D, P. AB, AL. anl 

Dra rg i.agr.a tw ngles uh that they have 
aTw'aits 11oiO h Thr inis in comnn 

Dn ont in omnion 

Worksheet 3 (Triangles, Quadrilaterals and Circles) 
1 ll the blanks 

1Aily geoti hviny: the least nundr f sides, is 

n A ttiIigl: has 

1nple hed igure rndet by tour line segInents, is tilled 
4 qu4chilateral has 

(yA quarlril.ateral has 

Ali prurnt in the plamee eof a qthilateral are dhvued t 
I A .udulateral h.s 

mThe hagronals of the qudilater.al PRS are 

ngle 

vCtes 

i.agnals 
und 

O the 1xInteror epim f ir le vnlosed by an arc and a pair o reh1 is caliel 

x The end points of a thord Ie om 
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iO Th pat l the plane omdng t ite ale ands interon iseal the 

SL aa ounde by ahonl nd an arc Is C 
"*" Te l Tundauy length of A cinle s calleu 

" Tt el a e avng dmter as pat ol ts bOund.ary. 
' A liauer oa inle liviues il innto Two Y 
21k t the given figure and ll in the tiDAS 

)Te line sgnens are sdes of the and 

udilerl ABCTD 
) T pints 

are vertices of the and 
ilateral AB) 

AB and c) is a pair of sides of the quadril.ateral uB V) LA and 2C are angles in the quadrilateral ABCD 
(V) 2anl ZD are angles in the quadrilateral ABCD 

V) AC nd BD are 
(vi 2Band 2D 

of the quadrilateral ABCD 
Angles in the qu.adrilateral ABCD 

vi AB nd 
s pur of aljacent sides of the quadrilateral ABCD 

1s apair of oppr ite siches of the quadrilateral ABCD 

are Two pair of opposite angles of the quadrilateral ABCD 

(iN) AD and 

x) LA, LC and 

3 From the figure identily 
(a) the centre of circle 

b)three radii 
(C) diameter d) a chord 

(e)Two point in the interior ()a setor 
g)a segenn 

4Is every diameter of a circle also a chord? 
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SUMMA*VE ASSESSMENT EASED ON COMPLETE CH1APTER 
1 Multiple hoiCe questons (Whii tdie following is an open curve 

(1 mark oach) 

t 

(i) In ie give igure, the number of diagonals 

* 

B 

(d (iii) In the givern tgure, ZXVZ cannot be wIitten as 

()L7YX (d ZXYP iv) The number ol triangles in the given ligure is 

b12 (d)1 14 
(a) 10 

(v) Which of the following is not an example of parallel lines 
b) Bean of light from a lighi house 

(a) Opposite edges of a hooks 

(d) Tracks of a railway line (C)B:ars on ladder 

(1 mark each) 
2 Choose the correct answer and fill in the blanks 

)The maximum number of points of intersection of two lines is 

one two/threel 
(i) The maxinuni nunber of points ef interscction of three lines is 

lone/two/three 
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